
   
 

Kilter Theatre 

The Last Post 

Theatre 

The extraordinary art of letter-writing... 

As the art of letter-writing fades and rural Post Offices disappear, The Last Post holds on to a 

fragment of a world now passing into history. 

This autumn, Kilter Theatre will launch a fleet of specially-crafted postboxes into the heart of 

Dolton and Chulmleigh. In the weeks leading up to the show, these postboxes will find their 

way in to the very centre of village life. You might find them between the swings in the school 

playground, on the bar of the village pub, or sitting quietly in the pews of the church. 

Wherever you find one you are encouraged to write and post a special letter. 

On the day of the show, a van arrives in your village. With the Last Post safely gathered, the 

visitors prepare to tell their story.  

As they remember the envelopes, packets and packages they have collected before, hear of 

an unexpected world through their letters from across the globe - from anyone who could 

once have been reached by a simple handwritten letter. Remember it all before the Last Post 

leaves. 

With live music and Kilter’s distinctive, friendly and inclusive performance style, this 

performance set inside an extraordinary Mobile Sorting Office is suitable for anyone aged 

seven and upwards. 

“Spectacularly atmospheric magic. *****” Venue, of Remote Patrol (2007) 

“A breath-taking piece of site-specific theatre.” Bath Chronicle, of Roots Replanted 

(2010) 



The Last Post makes use of Kilter’s community-friendly performance practice. Kilter Theatre, 

based in Bath, is known across the country for its contemporary theatre techniques and 

efforts to create low carbon performances and support sustainable living. 

Booking is essential as there are only 20 spaces available for each performance. 

‘The Last Post’ is commissioned by Beaford Arts and ICIA, and funded by Arts Council 

England and B&NES. 

Further Details and How to Book 

Dolton Village: Tickets £8(ad)/£5(ch)/£24(fam) Tel 01805 804432 or visit www.beaford–

arts.org.uk or call Beaford Arts on 01805 603201.  

 


